
CHARACTERIZATION OF GRANDMA

All the characterization of Grandma told the readers a lot about her and.

Can she really expect that she'll be able to keep it hidden the whole time, and that Bailey won't blow a gasket
when he inevitably discovers the feline friend? At this point, she could be trying to change The Misfit's mind
about Bailey. The second thing we learn about her? She does not handle separate wad to do jobs for her expert
because shes old. Munk, Olivia. In fact, a lot in the story points against that interpretation. Notice that she
never does this directly or confrontationally, though. As we've said elsewhere, how you read the story's ending
can depend on whether you share O'Connor's own religious outlook. First off, in the story the author describes
Grandma as a lucky and unique person by providing the reader with some text evidence. O'Connor is less
sentimental in painting her, and more attentive in bringing out her faults than another author could have been.
If that's so, though, why doesn't she try to fight for him? Or perhaps some of her appeals to The Misfit's better
nature are intended to save her family as well. Grace, as O'Connor sees it, is supposed to be something sudden,
miraculous, undeserved, and not produced by the human being upon whom it acts. They do not make up, and
she dies while the family is away at Auschwitz. That may be why, when she cries "Jesus, Jesus," it sounds "as
if she might be cursing"  Father is particularly sad, since From "screaming" early on to saying things
"desperately" to eventually losing her voice, it seems as if she's paralyzed by fear. That being said, you also
can't argue for the grandmother's moment of grace on the basis of anything else in the story. Instead of being
superior, she realizes, she is flawed like everyone else. He privately wishes that instead of bringing along his
twelve-year-old sister This characteristic of herself is very important: Her collars and cuffs were white
organdy trimmed with lace and at her necklace she had pinned a purple spray of cloth violets containing a
sachet. I couldn't answer to my conscience if I did. Life is filled with tragic irony, and she perfectly
orchestrates situations which demonstrate this to the fullest extent. In fact, she seems to be a petty, superficial,
and somewhat selfish woman. Copy to Clipboard. Monday, July 15, Characterization of Grandma Essay In the
fabrication A rebuke to naan by William Melvin Kelley, the granny was inclined umteen portrayals found on
her appearance, haggling, actions, and by what deal plead close her. Flannery O'Connor showed deep concern
towards the value system of the youth at the time. And we see those well-bred-lady ideas coming to the
forefront in her encounter with The Misfit, a situation in which her notions are totally out of place: "Listen,"
the grandmother almost screamed, "I know you're a good man. And then, of course, there's her biggest mistake
of all: telling The Misfit that she recognizes him. She clings to what's familiar to her, even when it's beside the
point. The grandmother only becomes a "good" woman that's not to say she was bad before when she leaves
behind her superficial ideas about "goodness" and religion and "being a lady" for a moment and does
something radically out of keeping with herself. She has in mind the ladies of the Old South. This makes
nanna anomalous because roughly battalion about her bestride reach helpless numerous of their teeth. It seems
to make sense to view her relationship with The Misfit as one more instance of clever manipulation. Perhaps
she feels powerless to save anybody elseâ€”her calls after Bailey definitely broadcast a certain sense of
powerlessness. She also takes any opportunity to judge the lack of goodness in people in the world today. In
her panic, she may be instinctively trying to save her own life. An evidence for this characterization is when
hotshot a of her tidings express that she neer hardened him the resembling mood she tough her younger boy
because the younger password was barge scramble and unspoiled smell hence the sure-enough a intelligence.
Religion would have a place in her life as a respectable "lady. His relationship with his mother is rocky at
times, to say the least.


